
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

President’s Message 
Dr. Paul Barbato 

 

 
 

2021 has started with anticipation and fervor! There have been many updates within our state 

and encourage you to review important information found at NJDOE OSE  and at NJDOE 

Broadcasts. Pay close attention to the March 3rd Guidance regarding compensatory education 

determinations for students with disabilities as a result of COVID-19. Moreover, from the March 

3rd memo, “It is the role of the IEP team to determine the need, type, amount, frequency, 

duration, and location of compensatory education necessary to address lack of progress toward 

IEP goals and objectives resulting from missed services.”  

Our NJAPSA Executive Board welcomes four new members: Ms. Maribel Martinez (Haledon & 
Manchester Regional High School), Dr. Patricia Clark-Jeter (Essex County Schools of Technology), 
Ms. Marilyn Mitchell (Newark), and Dr. Frank Santora (Madison). Our Board continues to expand 
both the state-wide distribution and diversity of districts represented by our active Board 
members. 
 
Our New Directors’ Cohort and Advanced Cohort programs have been full of training sessions and 
mentoring.  If you are a new Director or Supervisor or know someone who is just starting out, 
please consider exploring the cohort for next year. The application can be found on our website 
at www.njpasa.org.  Moving forward NJAPSA is hoping to see you at the following upcoming 
workshop:  On March 19th, we will be holding our 2nd annual Innovations with Special Education 
Technology Conference (I-SET). Our annual NJASA / NJAPSA Spring Conference has been 
rescheduled for next year in Atlantic City from May 11-13, 2022.  
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NJAPSA commends the NJDOE OSE for its updates to N.J.A.C. 6A:14 special education eligibility 

categories as well as its release of the Quick Reference Mental Health Guide.  NJAPSA supports 

the NJIETA project, which is the product of a collaboration of the New Jersey Department of 

Education Office of Special Education (OSE), the Montclair State University Center for Autism 

and Early Childhood Mental Health (CAECMH), and the New Jersey Coalition for Inclusive 

Education (NJCIE). 

On behalf of NJAPSA, please ensure that you take time for self-care, mindfulness exercises, or a 

virtual field trip.  Sempre avanti (Always forward). 

-Dr. Paul F. Barbato has been the President of NJAPSA as of July 1, 2019.  He is the Director of Special Services for 

Dumont Public Schools. He has served as the secretary, treasurer and trustee for NJAPSA.  He also serves as the Chair 

of the NJ State Special Education Advisory Council (SSEAC).  

2020-2021 NJAPSA Executive Board 

 

NJAPSA Board Members 2020-21  Top: Left to right:  Marci L. Grabelle Executive Director,  Dr. Paul 

Barbato-President, Dr. Danielle Hamblin- Secretary, Dr. Michael Maschi,   Second Row: Left to right: 

Candie Hengemuhle, Dr. Gerard Crisonino, Maribel Martinez, Susan Smahl,  Tania Symmons, Suzanne 

Bassett,  Greg Margolis, Dr. Suzan Radwan, Pimmi Goomer, Mitch Badiner, LaCoyya Weathington- 

https://www.state.nj.us/education/code/current/title6a/chap14.pdf
https://www.state.nj.us/education/specialed/MHWG%20Return%20to%20School%20Mental%20Health%20Resources.pdf
https://www.njieta.org/
https://gtlcenter.org/sites/default/files/Educator-Resilience-Trauma-Informed-Self-Care-Self-Assessment.pdf
https://positivepsychology.com/mindfulness-exercises-techniques-activities/
https://www.discoveryeducation.com/community/virtual-field-trips/


Treasurer-President Elect, Dr. Frank Santora, and Meryl Gill.Missing:  Dr. Howard Lerner, Gary Molenaar, 

Dr. Patricia Clark-Jeter, Marilyn Mitchell 

*CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2020 DIRECTOR OF THE YEAR RECIPIENT* 

                Michele Gardner, Director of Special Services, Berkley Heights 

Toolkit Corner 

2020-2021 New Directors’ Cohort 
Marci L. Grabelle, Executive Director 

We welcome our new Cohort with whom embrace the talents and skills of both aspiring and experienced 

professionals. We have ten new Cohort members comprising a full range of urban and suburban districts who 

geographically represent Bergen, Camden, Essex, Gloucester, Middlesex, Monmouth, Morris, and Passaic Counties.   

 
Cohort members for the 2020-21 School year—Kathy Gesumaria, Elmwood Park, Krista Grinkin, Alpine, Dr. Carmen Henderson, 

Haddonfield, Casey McKeen, Tabrernacle, Erick Nunez, Woodbridge, Ashya Porter, Passaic Arts Charter, Denise Scairpon, Washington 

Twp, Long Valley, Marcia Stillo, Dover, Jennifer Summerville, Medford Lakes and Johanna Vicchairelli.  The 2020-21 Advanced Cohort 

members are Marilyn Mitchell and Carolyn Granato. 

 

2020-21 New Director’s Cohort   Our New Director’s Cohort meets five times per year.  Due to COVID 
precautions we met virtually to maintain safety for all.    The cohort provides valuable professional 
development opportunities in a small group setting throughout the year, encouraging our members to ask 
questions and share concerns that arise daily in the world of a director.    This special opportunity 
provides a wonderful collegial network to assist directors throughout their professional career.  New 
Director Cohort applications are available for the 2021-22 school year on our website at 
www.njapsa.org.  This year’s Cohort calendar is as follows: 

October 2, 2020:  Orientation and Welcome- Training Topics: Getting Started a Director; Budget 
Development and Grant Writing 

December 11, 2020:  Evaluation, Supervision, Recruitment, and Retention; Using Technology: Applications 
for students and administrators. 

http://www.njapsa.org/


January 8, 2021:   Special Education Legal Issues and Hot Topics. 

February 26, 2021:  Special Education Procedures, Best Practices, Extraordinary Aid, IDEA, and the 
Monitoring Process. 

April 23, 2021:   Using Data for Best Practice                     

2020-2021 Advanced Cohort Program 
Patricia Hovey, Advanced Cohort Coordinator 

 
 
The Advanced Cohort members are those Directors’ who found the New Directors’ Cohort 
helpful and beneficial as they enter the world of Special Education Administration.  This year we 
have two cohort members, Marilyn Mitchell and Carolyn Granato both from Newark Public 
Schools. Pat Hovey, Sage Thrive and retired Director of Roxbury and Jefferson Township 
navigates the Director’s with more complex issues Director’s face including budget concerns, 
discipline, staffing and working with the board of education. 
 
The Advanced Cohort has met virtually twice since the beginning of the 2020-21 school year 
with a third scheduled in April.  Topics have included funding, staffing, legal precedents and self-
care.  As Directors we are entrenched and involved in so many aspects of Education, not just 
Special Education, that it is integral in our day to day functions to be sure to reach out to those 
with similar demands.  The job can become isolating, wreaking havoc on our psyche and well-
being.  Directors are responsible for those most in need and reaching out to one another 
provides insight, support and guidance.  Within the Advanced Cohort we have explored trends, 
brainstormed innovative interventions, and sometimes just offered much needed reassurance.  
The Advanced Cohort has been shaped by the participants and their individual needs.   This 
makes the Cohort impactful in an individualized manner.  To become a part of the Advanced 
Cohort or New Director’s Cohort contact Marci Grabelle at marcigrabelle@najapsa.org   
 

 

NJPSA/FEA/NJAPSA Directors’ Virtual Toolkit Corner                                        

                                                         

The Annual Director’s Toolkit was held virtually on Friday, November 13, 2020 and 
focused on “To the Greatest Extent Possible—What does that mean and what have we 
learned?”  Dr. Kim Buxenbaum, Director of the Office of Special Education, NJDOE 
Division of Student Support Services presented updates from the NJDOE.  Dr. Teresa 
Taylor, Director of Special Services, Lakewood, LaCoyya Weathington, Director of Special 
Services, Cherry Hill, Trina Ragsdale, Cherry Hill, Theresa Kelly, Physical Therapist—and,  
Candie Hengemuhle and Dr. Paul Barbato shared pertinent information regarding 
Special Education issues and tools for SEL during a pandemic and how they delivered 
services “to the greatest extent possible” to students with disabilities in this remote and 

hybrid world.    John Worthington, NJPSA presented issues faced by districts 

from a legal and programmatic perspective during this unprecedented time.    

  FEA/NJAPSA Directors’ Virtual Toolkit Corner   



    

 

  

 

       

 

 

“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I remember, involve me and I learn.” 
-Benjamin Franklin 

 

 

 



Special Education Legal Update 
Nathanya Simon, Esq. 
Scarinci-Hooenbeck 

 

CHALLENGES AND HOPE FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION AMIDST COVID-19 

 

BY: NATHANYA G. SIMON, ESQ. of the firm SCARINCI HOLLENBECK, LLC 

 

There have been many challenges to the school community as a result of the 

pandemic. However, it seems as though none have been as challenging as trying to 

continue to be in compliance with the provisions of IDEA and New Jersey State Code, 

particularly for those students who were referred for services, were up for re-evaluation, 

or had services in their IEP that were planned prior to the start of the pandemic and the 

school closures for in-person instruction. It has been the consistent guidance from the 

Federal and State agencies that the timelines and procedures set out in the Federal and 

State statutes and Code are not waived or extended. In the February 16, 2021 issue of the 

NJ Register, the Office of Administrative Law (“OAL”) recognized that making major 

revisions to administrative regulations that govern programs to support student 

development, “may be disruptive to schools and school district operations due to the 

increased demands in response to the COVID-19 state of emergency.” The department 

further noted that it plans “to consider the experience of educators and other 

stakeholders in New Jersey's response to COVID-19 to inform amendments in a future 

rulemaking.” Therefore, it has become the responsibility of each individual child study 

team to review and determine how to proceed, given the unfortunate limitations that 

were placed upon them by other entities over which the school district had limited or no 

control. 

 

For a significant number of students, without the benefit of any in-person 

observation or testing, a decision had to be made regarding eligibility for special 

education and related services and the development of an IEP.  In many cases, the only 

information that could be accessed were reports that were done years ago, medical data, 

information shared by parents, and functional data provided by teachers, day care 

centers, and/ or early intervention. In some cases, the scant information was relied upon 



in order to avoid immediate due process. These situations included those students who 

were turning age 3 during a time when evaluations and observations were not possible; 

students aging out of preschool; and students who were referred for initial evaluations. 

There was limited guidance from the Federal or State Departments of Education as to 

how to proceed, other than to do what was reasonable to the maximum extent possible. 

While attorneys working in the field had different approaches, in most instances, the 

recommendations were to provide more services rather than less; determine eligibility 

rather than not; and provide a classification that most closely aligned with medical and 

functional data if objective scores were not available. In most cases, this allayed the 

concerns of parents that their child would fall further behind, and finally the 2019-2020 

school year came to an end. 

 

However, as the days turned into weeks, and most school districts did not provide 

live ESY services, and then the weeks turned into months, and schools remained on hybrid 

and remote scheduling, the demands again increased, and the focus shifted to the 

amount of time the student was receiving the special education services, the amount of 

time the student was receiving related services, and the amount of time, if any, the 

student was receiving support or supplemental services such as an aide. Parents stated 

that they were unable to assist their child with the remote instruction in terms of logging 

on to classes, staying logged on, and doing the work that was asynchronistically delivered. 

 

To further lead to frustration, the operation of the Office of Administrative Law, 

which hears all special education matters, was also directly impacted by the pandemic. 

Its offices were closed for any in-person appearances, and remote services were 

extremely limited and inconsistent among the Judges. Fortunately, the mediation process 

continued virtually, for both filings of due process and Complaint investigations. It seems 

that mediation was more successful because of the ability to not only control the outcome 

but also to ensure the more immediate implementation of any outcome. Judicial 

settlement conferences, which now also are more available, have also provided that 

option. It is only recently that the hearings are being scheduled and conducted more 

consistently on a virtual basis. In its January 4, 2021 update, the OAL wrote that the school 

community should expect these hearings to continue exclusively via the use of remote 

technology.  But many cases are already over a year old and their decisions will likely take 

several months from the first hearing day. 

Some filings have sought emergency relief based upon claims of inconsistent 

delivery of services, and total breaks in service that seek immediate change in placement 

for failure to receive FAPE and other allegations relating to the pandemic's effects. In this 

writer's experiences, only a few of the many cases that were filed were accepted by the 



State and transmitted for an emergent hearing.  In one matter, the emergent relief for an 

immediate change in placement to an out of district placement was denied. The 

underlying due process was processed for a hearing. However, in that decision, it was 

represented by the district that it had agreed to provide some in -home support services 

to assist with the student accessing remote instruction on those days when in person 

instruction was not made available and the remote instruction was live. 

 

It can be anticipated that more claims will be filed that involve compensatory 

education, supplemental services, ESY services and changes in placement. Again, for 

most, resolution will occur at a mediation or settlement conference. For those families 

who have more resources, placements are being made unilaterally, and claims will be 

filed for reimbursement. Each of these cases will need individual analysis and 

determination.  Most recently, the State has announced that it will be allocating 1.2 billion 

dollars in Federal Coronavirus Education Relief Funds to school districts.   Seventy-five 

million dollars will be awarded in grants to be used for 1:1 tutoring, increases in summer 

programing and professional development for teachers to assist with student learning.  

Thirty million dollars has been earmarked for mental health support for both students 

and staff.  Additionally, New Jersey is applying for a waiver to standardized testing for this 

past school year.  This is a controversial proposal that does not have universal 

support.   There are those who advocate that the testing is unfair and puts undue stress 

upon staff and students who are already under a lot of stress.  But others are advocating 

that without the testing, the loss and regression that students have experienced will not 

be accurately, and objectively documented.   At this time, the Federal Department of 

Education has not responded to the issue, and it is possible that many of the positions 

taken during the past year will be modified in light of the change in Administration that 

occurred mid-school year.  

Based on what is already known, some districts are planning for changes in 

schedule next school year to allow for additional blocks of time in the basic areas of 

reading, writing, and mathematics for children in the elementary grades.  It is hopeful that 

districts may be receiving additional funding for additional services to students.   But it 

will remain incumbent upon each local school community to reflect upon the impact that 

was thrust upon them, and think about how to continue to offer and provide FAPE to the 

children who were confidently given that assurance just one year ago. 

 

*Nathanya G. Simon, is a Partner with the Law Firm of Scarinci Hollenbeck, LLC with offices in 

Lyndhurst and Red Bank, New Jersey.   She is Chair of the Special Education Law Group within the 

Public Law Group of the Firm.    She has specialized in the representation of School Districts for 

special education and is a noted lecturer and writer on special education issues.   

 



Hot Legal Topic Mini-conference Photo Gallery 

 
Figure 1 Nathanya Simon, Cherie Adams, Adam Weiss presented on 10.2.2

 

Figure 2 Isabel Machado, Esq. presents 2.11.21 

NJAPSA 2020-21 Conference Corner 

Marci L. Grabelle, MAT, MSEd. 

NJAPSA Executive Director 
 

The NJAPSA board members met in June to plan wonderful professional development opportunities for our 

members and fellow colleagues, as well as organizing our New Director’s Cohort presentations for 2020-21.  

We are excited to provide our professional members, cohort and guests to our annual mini-conferences, 

Director’s Academy and special professional development opportunities that we have collaboratively 

arranged with NJPSA/FEA and NJASA.  We hope you will enjoy our conference offerings and your continued 

membership with NJAPSA.  

For additional information please visit our website www.njapsa.org.  If you have any suggestions for future professional development 

opportunities, please do not hesitate to contact Marci L. Grabelle, Executive Director at marcigrabelle@njpasa.org.  It is our goal to 

provide relevant professional development and support for all our members. 

 

http://www.njapsa.org/
mailto:marcigrabelle@njpasa.org


NJAPSA Annual Directors’ Special Education Academy 

 

George Scott 

“Creating Sanctuary Classrooms and Schools-SEL, Parent Partnerships  

Incorporating Maslow’s Hierarchy 

George Scott is a Family Therapist, practicing at the Center for Counseling Services in Mercer 

County, NJ.  He is a former adjunct instructor in the Counselor Education Department at the 

College of New Jersey as well as the former Director of Student Services in the South Brunswick 

School District. 

Currently George is also the State-wide Resource Coordinator for the Traumatic Loss Coalition, 

supporting the work of County Coalitions throughout NJ.  He is well known as a presenter at 

numerous state-wide conferences and professional development programs. 

With a strong belief in the ability of children and families to heal from emotional hurt, George has 

focused his work on helping parents, professional educators and other adults understand their 

work in that healing. 

NJASPA Annual Directors’ Academy Photo Gallery 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Winter/Spring ’21 Newsletter Feature Article 
Dr. Danielle Hamblin, NJAPSA Executive Board 

 

 

Celebration of 2020 and the Unprecedented COVID-19 Pandemic  
Written By: Dr. Danielle A. Hamblin, Director of Pupil Personnel Services and Special 

Education, Flemington-Raritan School District 
Twitter:  @DAHamblin 
 

I imagine that 2020 will leave a lasting imprint on all of our minds, and for many, a 

recollection of the challenges associated with the COVID-19 Pandemic.  Yes, 2020 was a 

year that could be termed imperfect as state and national leaders imposed roadmaps for 

the shift from campus learning to digital.  Now, nine months later, after many have 

moved beyond a zone of unsettledness and into one of increased virtual instruction 

confidence, I would argue that there is much to celebrate from our experience as 

educators and educational leaders.   

 

If ever there was a testament to teamwork, it began on March 13, 2020. As a Director in 

a K-8 suburban school district of approximately 3,100 students and six school buildings, I 

became one with all stakeholders in the greatest challenge of my 26 year career in 

education.  Expertise from all corners of the district and community provided reliable 

recommendations for physical and mental health, safety and precautionary 

practices,  policy and fiscal planning, and engaging instruction.  Nurses and mental health 

personnel shared their expertise, assumed leadership roles, and walked side by side in 

partnership with administrators, all of whom were learning to “fly” in the face of a 

Pandemic, at the same time as they were growing wings.  

 

Problems never were answered with simple solutions.  Solutions seldom seemed to root 

themselves, without much revision, refinement and input from stakeholders. Ultimately, 

following guidance from the Department of Health, and The Road Back plans from the 

state of New Jersey, input during district task force meetings, and experience from those 

who were implementing the educational shift, policies and district practices were 

adopted.  What will be remembered however, will not be the new policies, but rather the 

innovative ideas and strengthened professional relationships that result from the struggles 

associated with a transition from traditional schooling to virtual instruction.   



 

Professional learning occurred around the clock.  Educators and administrators exerted 

determination to learn communication platforms.   They learned virtual meeting 

platforms such as Zoom or Google Meet, and established systems to organize educational 

links, passwords, and virtual schedules for classroom instruction and professional 

meetings.  Curriculum leaders banded together to review digital learning platforms and 

formative tools.  This provided education that could engage learners and provide for 

social connection without seat time in a classroom.  Leaders emerged among 

educators.  They sent Zoom/Google Meet invitations to one another to teach their 

colleagues about tools that they felt should be shared beyond their classrooms.  And, 

parents, who in many cases were learning alongside their child(ren), were provided with 

training also. 

 

Organizations such as NJAPSA and Council for Exceptional Children, offered free 

webinars to assist districts with legal, instructional, data monitoring, and social emotional 

guidance in the face of a Pandemic.  Many created recordings of the training, providing 

opportunities far and wide, and availing them 24 hours/ 7 days a week.    

 

Educators became more comfortable with the shift in educational instruction. When 

asked, they reported strengthened communication between home and 

school.  Education at home while other family members are working from home offices, 

resulted in intersections between home and school.   “Hellos” as parents walk by the 

screen, or even reviewing an asynchronous mini lesson clip, aid in the transfer of skill 

from the classroom to home.  In conversation with educators, they report a deeper 

understanding of home dynamics for students, which strengthened their relationship with 

students. 

 

The added benefit of a slower pace and more time at home cannot be ignored in 

2020.   We all needed to adjust from what felt like a never-ending weekend every day, to 

a structured schedule for the virtual school/office hours.  We forfeited the daily commute 

for more meals together at home, shared in family puzzles and games, and worked on 

unfinished home projects.  Between classes or meetings, (and the absolute need for a 

screen time break), roasts were monitored in the crockpot, and walks with family pets 

became more routine than ever before. 

 

I captured many memories in photos in 2020, but one I framed and recently moved from 

my home office desk, to my work office desk.  It is a photo that depicts what I believe, 

we as educators and administrators place at the core of our work... our connection with 

one another and our students. The picture is of my husband and me, our dogs, and a 

birthday flag that we flew out of our window to celebrate someone’s special day one 

gorgeous, sunny afternoon in 2020.   Even when faced with state guidelines for social 

distancing, quarantining, and personal protective equipment, our educators and 

administrators persevered in nurturing relationships with staff and students.  From virtual 

happy hours with others to drive by celebratory parades. We all made an effort to stick 

together, to smile, and to embrace each hurdle that presented itself.  Those memories are 



the ones that will stick when I recall things to celebrate during the unprecedented, 

COVID-19 Pandemic. 
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NJASA/NJAPSA Spring Leadership Conference News 

The Annual NJASA/NJPSA Spring Leadership Conference originally scheduled for May 13-

15, 2021 has been cancelled due to COVID-19 restrictions.   Please save the date below 

for next year! Looking forward to seeing you all at the ’22 SLC Conference 

 

NJASA/NJAPSA SPRING LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE:   

PLEASE NOTE NEW DATE AND LOCATION!! 

* May 18-20, 2022 *  Harrah’s Atlantic City 

Register at www.njasa.net 

May 11, 2022 NJAPSA Welcome Luncheon-Harrah’s, Atlantic City- info to follow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NJASA/NJAPSA Spring Leadership Conference 2019 Photo 

Gallery 
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https://docs.google.com/document/u/4/d/e/2PACX-1vT4UZrDJAaaHbDT_W2jaBkYrczK0xkYNxIzn4l3B6jPjpNh25dbGYi1kHdkWPRVJHtXtXUjdp1w6a_g/pub
https://www.nj.gov/education/reopening/
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Top Left:  Robert Kornberg, Director of Special Services, North Bergen awarded the longest member of NJAPSA, Top 

Right: Director of the Year Award recipient,  Nelyda Perez, Asst. Supt. Special Services/Programs with Jonathan Mooney-

Keynote, Bottom Left: NJAPSA Past President Pat Hovey and NJAPSA Treasurer/President Elect LaCoyya Weathington, 

Bottom Right: Nelyda Perez with the Matawan-Aberdeen Board of Education Members 



NJAPSA PRESENTS 

2nd Annual I-SET Virtual Conference   

Innovations in Special Education Technology 

“A Practical Session of Hands-On Learning”  

*Tools to bring back to district* 

FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 2021 

9AM – 2PM 

 Featured Keynote Presenters:   

Mark Surabian and Dr. Brian Friedlander  

-Breakout presenters- Dr. Vecihi Serbay Zambak is an Assistant Professor of 

Mathematics Education in the School of Education at Monmouth University, 

Derek Tranchina, a technology integration specialist doctoral candidate, Dr. 

Erik Raj, assistant professor and clinical supervisor in the Department of 

Speech-Language Pathology at Monmouth University and Farah Rosenthal, 

Assistive Technology Specialist, Bergen County Special Services. 

 Additional Presentations:   Assistive Technology, Augmentative Devices, 

Technology in the Classroom and much more!   BYOD! 

               Cost:  Members - $100    

     Non-Members - $125  

NOTE: Membership rate applies if at least 1 person in district or school belongs to NJAPSA.  NJAPSA 

registered districts sending 3 or more staff members will be offered the MEMBER RATE for each 

participant. Open to CST, Speech Therapists, Occupational Therapists, Special Education Teachers 

and Tech Coordinators  

 

N J A P S A, PO Box 2012, Westfield, NJ 07091 

 Deadline for registration 3/10/2020.  Still time to register!!   

 

Name: _________________________________Title:___________________________________ 

District: _________________________________________        Email:_______________ 

Member:  $100___________ Non Member: $125_____________  Phone:_____________ 



NJAPSA I-SET Conference 2021 

Meet the Presenters 

Keynote Speaker 

 

Mark Surabian, Assistive Technology Practitioner 

Mark Surabian has utilized assistive and instructional technologies to serve the educational and 

vocational needs of thousands of individuals with disabilities for over 30 years, across five states, 

in both private and public school systems, residential and work facilities, and within home-based 

learning programs. He created and presently operates ATHelp, a free assistive technology support 

program at the JCC in Manhattan, where he has offered support to over 3000 children and adults 

with communication, vision, learning, and physical challenges. His new program, ATTrain now 

provides free AT training to professionals at schools and agencies across the greater NYC 

area. As an Assistive Technology Consultant he has provided services to the NYC Department of 

Education, NYS ACCES-VR, and to 100+ public, private, and charter schools, addressing the 

curriculum and participation needs of students and training/support for professionals.  

  

He is an instructor on assistive technologies at NYU’s Doctoral Program in Occupational 

Therapy and in the graduate schools of education at Pace University, Bank Street College, and St. 

Joseph’s College of Brooklyn. He has provided lecture series for agencies such as The Everyone 

Reading Assn., The NYC Special Education Collaborative, and The Teachers College Inclusive 

Classrooms Project, and presented at most national AT/IT/Ed conferences such as ISTE, ATIA, 

CTG, AERA, and ATCNE. He volunteers his technical expertise to disability advocacy groups 

such as The Cooper Hewitt Museum Accessibility Advisory Committee, The UNICEF Innovation 

Fund, The National MS Society, Advocates for Children, Parents for Inclusive Education, and the 

ARISE Coalition. He has also collaborated on research projects around the use of AT for 

learning, communication, and accessibility. His website is ATHelp.org and he can be reached by 

email athelp@me.com, Twitter @MarkSurabian or through LinkedIn Mark Surabian. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:athelp@me.com
https://twitter.com/marksurabian
http://www.linkedin.com/in/marksurabian/


 

Brian S. Friedlander, Ph.D 

Dr. Brian Friedlander is a Professor of Education at the College of St. Elizabeth and author 

of: Assistive Technology:  What Every Educator Needs to Know; Chromebooks in the 

Classroom: Changing the Landscape of Education; Co-Teaching and Technology: Enhancing 

Communication and Collaboration; iPad: Enhancing Learning & Communication for 

Students with Special Needs, and Amazon Alexa in the Classroom which are published by 

National Professional Resources and available from the author.  He is available for consulting and 

training and can be reached at brian@assistivetek.com.  

 
 

Dr. Erik X. Raj 
 

Dr. Erik X. Raj holds a Certificate of Clinical Competence from the American Speech-Language-

Hearing Association and is a practicing speech-language pathologist who works with school-age 

children and adolescents with various communication difficulties. He is currently an assistant 

professor and clinical supervisor in the Department of Speech-Language Pathology at Monmouth 

University in West Long Branch, New Jersey. 

 

Dr. Raj regularly presents interactive workshops demonstrating how speech-language 

pathologists, educators, and parents can use Internet and digital technology to motivate and teach 

school-age children and adolescents. In addition to developing numerous top-ranking educational 

iPad apps for children with communication difficulties, he is the host of the podcast called SLP 

Trivia Fun, the world's first and only speech-language pathology game show. 

 

Dr. Raj has obtained his Bachelor of Science degree in Speech-Language Pathology and 

Audiology from Stockton University in New Jersey and a Master of Science degree in Speech-

Language Pathology from Misericordia University in Pennsylvania. He earned his Doctor of 

Philosophy degree in Communication Sciences and Disorders at Wayne State University in 

Detroit, Michigan 

mailto:brian@assistivetek.com


 

Farrah Rosenthal 

Farrah Rosenthal is an Assistive Technology Specialist, employed by Bergen County Special Services 

since 2005.  She conducts student evaluations and trainings, and specializes in finding access solutions for 

students with multiple disabilities. Additionally, she provides the latest educational technology solutions 

for all learners and presents professional development workshops.  Ms. Rosenthal graduated from 

Tennessee Tech University and holds an Assistive Technology certificate from the University of Miami. 

Contact information: Email – farros@bergen.org Twitter -  @FollowFarrahNJ  

 

Dr. Vecihi Serbay Zambak 

Dr. Vecihi Serbay Zambak is an Assistant Professor of Mathematics Education in the School of 

Education at Monmouth University. Since fall 2018, he has been the lead instructor for 

mathematics methods courses offered to elementary and secondary mathematics majors. For the 

last ten years, his teaching and research focused on identifying meaningful ways to use 

educational technologies to improve student learning and engagement in class. More specifically, 

his research centered around the examination of teachers’ content knowledge development with 

mathematics-specific technologies. Before joining to Monmouth University, he also has been 

involved in two NSF-funded research projects. His research has been presented at national and 

international meetings by the National Council of Teaching Mathematics, American Educational 

Research Association, and Psychology of Mathematics Education; he published his research at 

journals such as the Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education and International Journal of 

Mathematics Education in Science and Technology. Dr. Zambak completed his M.S. in 

Mathematics and Science Education at the University of Amsterdam and his Ph.D. in Curriculum 

and Instruction at Clemson University, both with a concentration in mathematics 

education. Before his current position at Monmouth University, Dr. Zambak was a postdoctoral 

researcher in the Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science at Marquette 

University.   

 

mailto:farros@bergen.org


 
 

Derek Tranchino 

 
Derek Tranchina, a technology integration specialist at Ocean Township Intermediate School in 

Ocean Township, NJ, has ten years' experience as a middle grades mathematics teacher and three 

years experience as an adjunct professor of mathematics at Monmouth University. As a 

consultant for Google for Education Partner Kiker Learning, Derek also regularly presents to 

educators at various schools around the Northeastern U.S. Currently, as a candidate in the 

Doctoral Program of Educational Leadership at Monmouth University, Derek's research focuses 

on technology integration and student empowerment. His dissertation project is entitled "The 

Impact of an Extracurricular Student Leadership Club on Student Affect, Student Achievement, 

and School Technology Use at the Middle School Level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dr. Theodore Kozlik Scholarship 
The New Jersey Association of Pupil Services Administrators’ Association is sponsoring the Dr. Theodore 

Kozlik Scholarship Program for June 2021 graduates.  Applicants must be classified as eligible for special 

education services, pursuing post-secondary education and sponsored by a NJAPSA member. 

Dr. Theodore Kozlik dedicated his life to serving and supporting others, especially within the special 

education community on the local, state and national level. 

His educational training and career spanned over 50 years beginning as a music teacher and moving into 

special education and the administration of a growing body of law, research, specialization and scholarly 

pragmatism that were Ted’s hallmarks.  

His mantra was that challenges were vanquished by hard work and that when things were at their worst you 

had to be at your best. 

Ted was blessed with gifts that few demonstrate, always respecting the person and their humanity regardless 

of their social situation, challenges or differences. 

Ted seemed to always find a way to support those who worked hard by making sure professionals and 

students had the tools they needed to stay on the path of continuous improvement. He was dedicated to 

meaningful professional development, appropriate researched based materials, and equipment for programs 

he oversaw. 

Ted also embraced the notion of educating the “Whole Child.” He understood that curriculum needed to 

integrate academic learning, emotional and physical health and the ability to be as independent and responsible 

as possible upon graduation. 

In addition to high academic standards, Ted also valued working with your hands; building, gardening and 

cooking for example and along with this, personalities that marched to a different drummer and did not “run 

with the herd.” 

The Dr. Theodore Kozlik Scholarship Program honors Ted’s lifetime work as a leader of leaders and ensure 

that the values he embraced will go forward with those who will live in a future that does not yet exist.   

ONLY NJAPSA MEMBERS MAY SPONSOR APPLICANTS. 

Six (6) - $1,000.00 Scholarships; Two (2) per each, Northern, Central and Southern Regions will be 

awarded by the NJAPSA Scholarship Committee. 

Students should demonstrate some or all of the following: 

 Motivation to succeed academically 

 Participation in school and extracurricular activities 

 Community Service including volunteerism 

 Employment experiences 

 Self-Directed 

 Leadership skills 

All Candidates must graduate by June 2021.  These scholarships may be used for any aspect of a post-

secondary program, including 2 or 4 year colleges, technical/trade schools, business schools, fine art institutes 

or other recognized post-secondary institutions.  

The applications are due by April 16, 2021.  Please send all completed applications to: Dr. Paul Barbato at 

ebarbato@dumontnj.org   Please write to in Subject:  “NJAPSA Scholarship.” 

 

Please follow this hyperlink to the scholarship application:  

 ..\KOZLIK SCHOLARSHIP\2021 TedKozlik.scholarship final.docx 

mailto:ebarbato@dumontnj.org
file:///C:/Users/Marci/Documents/NJAPSA/KOZLIK%20SCHOLARSHIP/2021%20TedKozlik.scholarship%20final.docx


Membership 

 

 

  
NJAPSA Membership 

 

Complete the following information for renewing your membership or becoming a 

new member.  You can mail at the address below or email scanned copy and PO to 

marcigrabelle@njapsa.org. 
 

NAME:  

 

SCHOOL 

DISTRICT/COUNTY: 

 

      

POSITION:  

 

WORK ADDRESS:  

  

 

HOME ADDRESS:  

(if applicable)  
 

 

 

WORK /HOME PHONE:  Cell:  

 

EMAIL ADDRESS:  

Please print this form and mail with a purchase order or check in the amount 

of $195.00 ($50.00 for retirees) to: 

    NJAPSA 

    P.O. Box 2012 

    Westfield, New Jersey 07091-2012  
Allow 4 weeks for acknowledgement of your membership.  An invoice for your payment will be sent to your email 

address.  Please be aware that membership runs from July through June of each school year.   

     PLEASE INDICATE IF YOU ARE:      

    Renewing your NJAPSA membership 2021-22 

               New member to NJAPSA 2021-22 

      Retired Membership 2021-22 

mailto:marcigrabelle@njapsa.org


New Administrators’ Cohort Application 
 
Name: __________________________________________________________ 

Primary Position/Title:  ______________________________________________ 

Present Employer: _________________________________________________ 

Work Address: ____________________________________________________ 

   _____________________________________________________ 

 City _________________________State:_____________Zip: _______ 

Work Phone: ____________________________Cell Phone: ____________________ 

E-mail: __________________________________________________________ 

How long at present position: _________________________________________ 

Home Address: ___________________________________________________ 

     ____________________________________________________ 

 City _________________________State:_____________Zip: _______ 

Home Phone: ______________________________ DOB (optional): _________ 

Preferred Mailing Address:      Business: _____     Home: _____ 

Please *mail the completed application and resume, to be received by October 8, 2021 to:   
 

NJAPSA New Administrators’ Cohort 
PO Box 2012 
Westfield, NJ 07091 



Note: Please answer each question fully or reference your resume and section if the information is included 

there.  * NJAPSA will accept an electronic application and resume as temporary submission in order to 

expedite your application.   An original signed document is still required in order to complete process.  

 

 
1. Higher Education – Begin with the most recently attended institution.  

Institution Location Date Major Degree 

     

 

     

 

     

 

 

 

    

 

2. List all honors, awards, and fellowships received, as well as special travel or 
study programs undertaken, beginning with the most recent. 

 
Name of award, honor, travel or study program  Date(s) received 

 

 

 

3. Reference:  Please list an individual who are familiar with your professional work 
and qualifications.     

Name Position Address Home & Office Phone # 

    

 

 

 

Applicant’s 

Signature:____________________________________Date:______________ 



Executive Board 
 

Dr. Paul F. Barbato     President 

Ms. LaCoyya Weathington    President Elect-Treasurer 

 Dr. Danielle Hamblin     Secretary  

Ms. Marci Grabelle     Executive Director 

Ms. Suzanne Bassett     Communications Chairperson 

Mr. Gregory Margolis     Immediate Past President 

Mr. Gary Molenaar     Past President 

Mr. Mitchell Badiner     Past President 

Ms. Patricia Hovey     Past President 

Dr. Howard Lerner     Past President  

Dr. Gerry Crisonino     Trustee 

 Ms. Meryl Gill     Trustee 

 Ms. Rajneet “Pimmi” Goomer   Trustee 

 Dr. Patricia Clark-Jeter    Trustee 

 Ms. Candida Hengemuhle    Trustee-Retired 

 Ms. Maribel Martinez     Trustee 

 Dr. Michael Maschi     Trustee 

 Ms. Marilyn Mitchell     Trustee 

Dr. Suzan Radwan     Trustee 

Dr. Frank Santoro     Trustee 

Ms. Susan Smahl     Trustee-Retired 

Ms. Tania Symmons     Trustee 

 

 

 

Contact Us 
 

  

NJAPSA 

P.O. Box 2012 

Westfield, NJ 07091-2012 

908-832-9400 

Marci L. Grabelle 

Executive Director 
marcigrabelle@njapsa.org 

 

 


